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Mapping a crime: Visual Law talk forensic photogrammetry

 Mark Johnson and his company Visual Law use photogrammetry to recreate
crime scenes and incidents for legal investigation in extreme detail.

Investigate in detail

The future of accuracy:
marking GCPs
automatically

Get to the result faster. Instantly
mark ground control points

automatically with Pix4D’s newest
feature, AutoGCPs.

 
 

Mark it better

High-accuracy
3D modeling inside the

Great Pyramid

Hitachi Systems and JEPICO
partnered up to capture and

document the mysteries insides of
the Great Pyramid of Giza in Egypt.

 
 

Map more

Light up the city: night image capture for LED lights

   How can you tell if LED lights actually reduce light pollution? Flying at night is one
way to check, but comes with some big challenges.

Light it up

Introducing Pix4Dmatic:
mapping at a larger scale

Pix4Dmatic is the
photogrammetry software for

accurate corridor and large scale
mapping, faster and more powerfully

than ever before.
 
 

Learn more

Mapping and spot spraying
invasive weeds with drones

Wisconsin-based companies save
time and money using drones to map
and spot spray invasive weeds. Learn

how to identify and treat unwanted
plants.

 
 

Spot more

1 day to 1 hour for cell tower inspection in Cameroon

SkyVue Solutions used drones and Pix4Dinspect to slash the inspection time of
a cell phone tower in Douala, Cameroon.

Inspect better

The tiepoints: media and more

How iPhones are changing LiDAR
Changes to drone rules in the USA
New drone �ight regulations in the EU and UK
How did Mt Everest get taller? Measuring the mountain
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